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QUESTION 1

In a MapReduce job, you want each of your input files processed by a single map task. How do you configure a
MapReduce job so that a single map task processes each input file regardless of how many blocks the input file
occupies? 

A. Increase the parameter that controls minimum split size in the job configuration. 

B. Write a custom MapRunner that iterates over all key-value pairs in the entire file. 

C. Set the number of mappers equal to the number of input files you want to process. 

D. Write a custom FileInputFormat and override the method isSplitable to always return false. 

Correct Answer: D 

FileInputFormat is the base class for all file-based InputFormats. This provides a generic implementation of
getSplits(JobContext). Subclasses of FileInputFormat can also override the isSplitable(JobContext, Path) method to
ensure input-files are not split-up and are processed as a whole by Mappers. 

Reference: org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input, Class FileInputFormat 

 

QUESTION 2

In the reducer, the MapReduce API provides you with an iterator over Writable values. What does calling the next ()
method return? 

A. It returns a reference to a different Writable object time. 

B. It returns a reference to a Writable object from an object pool. 

C. It returns a reference to the same Writable object each time, but populated with different data. 

D. It returns a reference to a Writable object. The API leaves unspecified whether this is a reused object or a new
object. 

E. It returns a reference to the same Writable object if the next value is the same as the previous value, or a new
Writable object otherwise. 

Correct Answer: C 

Calling Iterator.next() will always return the SAME EXACT instance of IntWritable, with the contents of that instance
replaced with the next value. 

Reference: manupulating iterator in mapreduce 

 

QUESTION 3

Which best describes how TextInputFormat processes input files and line breaks? 

A. Input file splits may cross line breaks. A line that crosses file splits is read by the RecordReader of the split that
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contains the beginning of the broken line. 

B. Input file splits may cross line breaks. A line that crosses file splits is read by the RecordReaders of both splits
containing the broken line. 

C. The input file is split exactly at the line breaks, so each RecordReader will read a series of complete lines. 

D. Input file splits may cross line breaks. A line that crosses file splits is ignored. 

E. Input file splits may cross line breaks. A line that crosses file splits is read by the RecordReader of the split that
contains the end of the broken line. 

Correct Answer: E 

As the Map operation is parallelized the input file set is first split to several pieces called FileSplits. If an individual file is
so large that it will affect seek time it will be split to several Splits. The splitting does not know anything about the input
file\\'s internal logical structure, for example line-oriented text files are split on arbitrary byte boundaries. Then a new
map task is created per FileSplit. 

When an individual map task starts it will open a new output writer per configured reduce task. It will then proceed to
read its FileSplit using the RecordReader it gets from the specified InputFormat. InputFormat parses the input and
generates key-value pairs. InputFormat must also handle records that may be split on the FileSplit boundary. For
example TextInputFormat will read the last line of the FileSplit past the split boundary and, when reading other than the
first FileSplit, TextInputFormat ignores the content up to the first newline. 

Reference: How Map and Reduce operations are actually carried out 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to perform analysis on a large collection of images. You want to store this data in HDFS and process it with
MapReduce but you also want to give your data analysts and data scientists the ability to process the data directly from
HDFS with an interpreted high-level programming language like Python. Which format should you use to store this data
in HDFS? 

A. SequenceFiles 

B. Avro 

C. JSON 

D. HTML 

E. XML 

F. CSV 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: Hadoop binary files processing introduced by image duplicates finder 

 

QUESTION 5

You have user profile records in your OLPT database, that you want to join with web logs you have already ingested
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into the Hadoop file system. How will you obtain these user records? 

A. HDFS command 

B. Pig LOAD command 

C. Sqoop import 

D. Hive LOAD DATA command 

E. Ingest with Flume agents F. Ingest with Hadoop Streaming 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: Hadoop and Pig for Large-Scale Web Log Analysis 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to populate an associative array in order to perform a map-side join. You\\'ve decided to put this information in
a text file, place that file into the DistributedCache and read it in your Mapper before any records are processed. 

Indentify which method in the Mapper you should use to implement code for reading the file and populating the
associative array? 

A. combine 

B. map 

C. init 

D. configure 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: org.apache.hadoop.filecache , Class DistributedCache 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to understand more about how users browse your public website, such as which pages they visit 

prior to placing an order. You have a farm of 200 web servers hosting your website. 

How will you gather this data for your analysis? 

A. Ingest the server web logs into HDFS using Flume. 

B. Write a MapReduce job, with the web servers for mappers, and the Hadoop cluster nodes for reduces. 

C. Import all users\\' clicks from your OLTP databases into Hadoop, using Sqoop. 

D. Channel these clickstreams inot Hadoop using Hadoop Streaming. 

E. Sample the weblogs from the web servers, copying them into Hadoop using curl. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify the tool best suited to import a portion of a relational database every day as files into HDFS, and generate Java
classes to interact with that imported data? 

A. Oozie 

B. Flume 

C. Pig 

D. Hue 

E. Hive 

F. Sqoop 

G. fuse-dfs 

Correct Answer: F 

Sqoop ("SQL-to-Hadoop") is a straightforward command-line tool with the following capabilities: Imports individual tables
or entire databases to files in HDFS Generates Java classes to allow you to interact with your imported data Provides
the ability to import from SQL databases straight into your Hive data warehouse Note: Data Movement Between Hadoop
and Relational Databases Data can be moved between Hadoop and a relational database as a bulk data transfer, or
relational tables 

can be accessed from within a MapReduce map function. Note: 

* Cloudera\\'s Distribution for Hadoop provides a bulk data transfer tool (i.e., Sqoop) that imports individual tables or
entire databases into HDFS files. The tool also generates Java classes that support interaction with the imported data.
Sqoop supports all relational databases over JDBC, and Quest Software provides a connector (i.e., OraOop) that has
been optimized for access to data residing in Oracle databases. 

Reference: http://log.medcl.net/item/2011/08/hadoop-and-mapreduce-big-data-analytics-gartner/ (Data Movement
between hadoop and relational databases, second paragraph) 

 

QUESTION 9

You are developing a combiner that takes as input Text keys, IntWritable values, and emits Text keys, IntWritable
values. Which interface should your class implement? 

A. Combiner  

B. Mapper  

C. Reducer  

D. Reducer  
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E. Combiner  

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

In a large MapReduce job with m mappers and n reducers, how many distinct copy operations will there be in the
sort/shuffle phase? 

A. mXn (i.e., m multiplied by n) 

B. n 

C. m 

D. m+n (i.e., m plus n) 

E. mn (i.e., m to the power of n) 

Correct Answer: A 

A MapReduce job with m mappers and r reducers involves up to m * r distinct copy operations, since each mapper may
have intermediate output going to every reducer. 
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